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Abstract- New Kernel Design Technique was presented in the form of the sum of Linear Kernel, the multiplication of 3 Kernel
Functions, including Squared Exponential Kernel, Linear Kernel and Rational Quadratic Kernel, and the multiplication of 2 Kernel
Functions, including Periodic Kernel and Linear Kernel, which was used as a component for finding answers in the Gaussian
processes. The results showed that the mean absolute percentage error predicted by the New Kernel Function, when the sample size
was 180 (8.50E-15), was lower than the Squared Exponential Kernel (SE), Periodic Kernel (PER), Rational Quadratic Kernel (RQ)
and Linear Kernel (LIN), which gave the Average Absolute Error of 2.57E-07, 5.56E-02, 2.63E-08 and 4.35E-01, respectively.
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1. Introduction
There were several techniques used for the most accurate forecasting results. In general, the data used
for forecasting was quantitative prediction technique data, which was a technique using historical data to create
mathematical models used in forecasting. The techniques used could be divided into 2 broad categories as
follows. First, Time series method, it was the way that only uses historical data to predict data in the future or
our interested patterns of data or variable variation. There were several methods of forecasting. Each method
had different analysis procedures. Examples of forecasting by time series method included Composite
Forecasting Method, Moving Average Forecasting Method, Exponential Smoothing Forecasting Method,
Autoregressive integrated moving average model (ARIMA) Forecasting Method, and Holt-Winter’s Seasonal
Exponential Smoothing Forecasting Method. Second, Causal Forecasting Method, it was the method that
studies causal relationships and effects of interested variables with other variables influencing the interested
variables. Examples of Casual Forecasting Method included Multiple Linear Regression Analysis, both linear
and non-linear Neural Network Series.
Forecasting via Artificial intelligence, this forecasting technique had been developed rapidly and
progressively as the system was capable of learning and thinking like humans, as an artificial intelligence
model, data mining, or non-focused variable database. By the past several decades, there were more researches
that were conducted by applying artificial intelligence techniques for forecasting. Examples of Artificial
Intelligence Forecasting Method included Artificial neural network (ANN) [1,2], Fuzzy systems [3],
Knowledge based expert system (KBES) [4], Wavelet analysis method [5], Support vector machine (SVM)
method [6], and the new techniques currently accepted called Gaussian Processes.
Gaussian Processes was used in data mining, data classification, regression and time series data
forecasting [7-10]. Gaussian processes [11-17] were now recognized as an effective tool for solving problems of
regression, classification, and decision in machine learning. It worked effectively even with less training data,
had better convergence rate than SARIMA, ANN, and supported Regression Vector Machine [9,18]. Gaussian
processes was advantages over other Machine Learning techniques because of its full capabilities in forecasted
probability distribution, as well as prediction of uncertainty of forecasting. These features made Gaussian
processes an ideal tool for forecasting purposes [19].
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The key element of Gaussian processes was the value of Kernel Function, or sometimes called the
Covariance Function. The forecasting accuracy of the Gaussian processes’ algorithm depended on the proper
selection of Kernel Functions to match the problems. The Kernel Function had stationary properties, which
remained constant over time [18]. Kernel Functions was a highly efficient method. It could work well with
various types of data, such as string, vector, messages, etc. Also, it could find various ways of relationships,
such as ranking, classification, cluster, etc. [18,20]. Many Kernel Functions were used in Gaussian processes for
forecasting, for example, Radial Basis Function (RBF) or Exponential Quadratic Kernel, Rational Quadratic
Kernel, Matérn Kernel, etc. [20].
Because of Kernel Function was the primary function in Gaussian processes, so the accuracy of
forecasted data depended on the selection of Kernel Function and proper parameters adjustment [18,20,21].
Therefore, the problem was what Kernel Functions should be used. These problems needed to be tested and
solved in order to obtain the accurate forecasting model. This research was aimed to create an effective new
Kernel Function, compatible with many problematic conditions by mainly considering the time series data.
Because the time series data of one variable might consist of only one, two, three, or all four types of data, so
selecting one Kernel Function might not enough to deal with the problems of the prediction. Thus, the
researchers combined Kernel Function models together as a new Kernel, which had Superposition properties
[20] separating the variables that control the features of each functions freely.
2. Material and Method
2.1 Gaussian processes [22,23] was a random process or stochastic process, which could be defined as
the distribution on the time function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)with the mean (m: x), Covariance or known as Kernel Function
𝑘𝑘(𝑥𝑥, 𝑥𝑥 ′ ) or 𝑘𝑘(𝜏𝜏) where 𝜏𝜏 = 𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥 ′ , which could be generated from the time function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥), evaluating the match
of the knowledge from Observation Set 𝑦𝑦 = [𝑦𝑦1 , 𝑦𝑦2 , 𝑦𝑦3 , … , 𝑦𝑦𝑁𝑁 ]𝑇𝑇 , as a vector size where 𝑁𝑁 × 1, with Observation
Set Input 𝑋𝑋 = [𝑥𝑥1 , 𝑥𝑥2 , 𝑥𝑥3 , … , 𝑥𝑥𝑁𝑁 ]𝑇𝑇 with the same size of 𝑁𝑁 × 1 [21]. This was defined as a Gaussian process [24]

(1)

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )~𝒢𝒢𝒢𝒢 �𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ), 𝑘𝑘�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ��

(2)

Where i was the index of measure, and 𝜀𝜀~𝒩𝒩(0, 𝜎𝜎𝜀𝜀2 ) was a Gaussian Distributed Error Model with Zero
Mean and 𝜎𝜎𝜀𝜀2 variance.
The design model of observation was 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖 according to Equation 1, where Covariance was
equal to𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐�𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 , 𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗 � = 𝑲𝑲�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � + 𝜎𝜎𝜀𝜀2 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ; 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 represented Kronecker Delta and 𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 1; 𝑖𝑖 = 𝑗𝑗 ; and others were
equal to 0. The correlation between observation data and test target )Target: 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 ) was based on Equation 3.
𝑲𝑲(𝑋𝑋, 𝑋𝑋) + 𝜎𝜎𝜀𝜀2 𝐼𝐼𝑁𝑁 𝒌𝒌�𝑋𝑋, 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �
𝑦𝑦
�𝑓𝑓 � ~𝒩𝒩 �0, �
��
𝑇𝑇
𝑗𝑗
𝒌𝒌�𝑋𝑋, 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � 𝒌𝒌�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �

(3)

According to Equation 3, it was found that the conditional probability of 𝑃𝑃�𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 �𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝒚𝒚� was distributed on
the function 𝑓𝑓�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � with the mean of 𝑚𝑚�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � and Covariance of 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐�𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 � [25].
𝑇𝑇

𝑚𝑚�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � = 𝒌𝒌�𝑋𝑋, 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � (𝑲𝑲(𝑋𝑋, 𝑋𝑋) + 𝜎𝜎𝜀𝜀2 𝐼𝐼𝑁𝑁 )−1 𝒚𝒚
𝑇𝑇

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐�𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 � = 𝒌𝒌�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � − 𝒌𝒌�𝑋𝑋, 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � (𝑲𝑲(𝑋𝑋, 𝑋𝑋) + 𝜎𝜎𝜀𝜀2 𝐼𝐼𝑁𝑁 )−1 𝒌𝒌�𝑋𝑋, 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �

(4)
(5)

From the definition of the Gaussian process in (4), the Minimum Mean Square Error was used to
forecast 𝑓𝑓�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � where:
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(6)

𝑓𝑓�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �~𝑚𝑚�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � = 𝐸𝐸�𝑓𝑓�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ��𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , 𝒚𝒚�

Therefore, it was possible to forecast the tested data by the mean of Gaussian processes, which was [26].
𝑇𝑇

(7)

𝑓𝑓�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �~𝑚𝑚�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � = 𝒌𝒌�𝑋𝑋, 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � (𝑲𝑲(𝑋𝑋, 𝑋𝑋) + 𝜎𝜎 2 𝐼𝐼𝑁𝑁 )−1 𝒚𝒚

The forecasted result was given by 𝑓𝑓�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �~𝑚𝑚�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �. From the answer of Equation (7), the accuracy of the
Gaussian processes’ algorithm depended on the selection of appropriate functions for the Kernel Function. In
addition, the relationship in Equation (7) could also be given in the form of a linear combination of 𝑛𝑛 Kernel
Functions [26].
𝑓𝑓�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � = ∑𝑁𝑁
(8)
𝑖𝑖=1 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 𝒌𝒌�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �
Where 𝛼𝛼 = [𝛼𝛼1 , 𝛼𝛼2 , … , 𝛼𝛼𝑁𝑁 ]𝑇𝑇 = (𝑲𝑲(𝑋𝑋, 𝑋𝑋) + 𝜎𝜎 2 𝐼𝐼𝑁𝑁 )−1 𝒚𝒚.

2.2 Kernel Functions
Kernel Function was a part of the Machine Learning algorithms that are closely related to Gaussian
Processes [18].
Where𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖−𝑗𝑗 = 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 . Thus, the Cross Covariance of 𝒌𝒌�𝑋𝑋, 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �, 𝑲𝑲(𝑋𝑋, 𝑋𝑋) would be as follows:
𝑘𝑘(𝜏𝜏0 )
𝑘𝑘(𝜏𝜏−1 ) … 𝑘𝑘�𝜏𝜏 −(𝑁𝑁−1) �
⎡
⎤
⎢ 𝑘𝑘(𝜏𝜏1 )
)
�
𝑘𝑘(𝜏𝜏
…
𝑘𝑘�𝜏𝜏
0
−(𝑁𝑁−2) ⎥
𝐊𝐊(𝑋𝑋, 𝑋𝑋) = 𝑲𝑲(𝜏𝜏) ∼ ⎢
⎥
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⎢
⎥
𝑘𝑘(𝜏𝜏0 ) ⎦
⎣ 𝑘𝑘�𝜏𝜏(𝑁𝑁−1) � 𝑘𝑘�𝜏𝜏(𝑁𝑁−2) � …

(9)

𝑇𝑇

𝒌𝒌�𝑋𝑋, 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � ~�𝑘𝑘�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � … 𝑘𝑘�𝑥𝑥𝑁𝑁 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ��

(10)

~[𝑘𝑘(𝜏𝜏0 ) … 𝑘𝑘(𝜏𝜏𝑁𝑁−1 )]𝑇𝑇

The key element of Gaussian Process was the Kernel Function or sometimes called Covariance Function
[20], where 𝑘𝑘�𝜏𝜏𝑗𝑗 � was set to Covariance data between the pairs of Functions 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) and 𝑓𝑓�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � at the right

position matching the input 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 and 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 , respectively, which was �𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖−𝑗𝑗 � = 𝑘𝑘�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 �𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ), 𝑓𝑓�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ��.
Covariance Function would be selected to match the features of the function, which depended on the pattern of
problems, whether time signal, flat signal, linear signal or polynomial signal. That is, there was no need to
modify the form of the algorithm in Equation (7). When the function of interested problems changed, what to do
is just adjust the Covariance Function or Kernel Function to suit the problem. Moreover, finding the distribution
on the kernel's hyper-parameters could explain various properties of the data as well, such as rate of variation,
periodicity, and smoothness [20]. In general, the Kernel Function was a pair-mapping of the inputs 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑋𝑋and
𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑋𝑋 into the ℝ domain and the covalence. Thus, for function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) ∈ ℝ with Zoro Mean, the Kernel
Function would be defined as [20].
𝑘𝑘�𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖−𝑗𝑗 � = 𝑘𝑘�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 �𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ) , 𝑓𝑓�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �� = 𝔼𝔼�𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )𝑓𝑓 ∗ �𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ��

(11)
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Equation (11) was used as a Kernel Function of Gaussian processes according to Equation (5) and
Equation (7), so any matrix𝑲𝑲(𝑋𝑋, 𝑋𝑋) = 𝑲𝑲(𝜏𝜏) with elements in 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑘𝑘�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � = 𝑘𝑘�𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖−𝑗𝑗 � must be a positive
semi- definite matrix [21], with the condition stated that 𝑧𝑧 𝑇𝑇 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 ≥ 0 for all 𝑧𝑧 ∈ ℝ𝑁𝑁 .

Squared exponential kernel
Squared exponential kernel known as radial basis function(RBF) or exponential quadratic kernel is a
kernel that has been widely used with features as a function of time𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) with the smoothness and slow change
by 𝜎𝜎and𝑙𝑙is responsible for determining the size and amplitude sensitivity of the time changing [18] with a form
of function being:
′

2

𝑘𝑘𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑥𝑥 ) = 𝜎𝜎 exp�−

�𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥 ′ �
2ℓ2

2

�

(12)

Rational Quadratic Kernel
For exponential kernel with the sensitivity of the change of time function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) will depend on the scale
value 𝛼𝛼orl, the scope of time function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) created by rational quadratic kernel is an infinite sum of the
squared exponential kernel with the 𝑙𝑙length that is different. The quadratic kernel was created to design
complex data by the 𝛼𝛼value of the rational quadratic kernel if 𝛼𝛼 → ∞, it can be converted back into a squared
exponential [ [18with the form of the function is as below.
−𝛼𝛼

(1+(𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥 ′ )2 /𝑝𝑝

𝑘𝑘𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑥𝑥 ′ ) = 𝜎𝜎 2 �

�

2𝛼𝛼ℓ2

(13)

Periodic kernel
Kernel function designed for use with functions generated from Gaussian processes that appear to be redundant as
proposed by MacKay in 1998 with the hyper parameters being𝜃𝜃 = {𝑝𝑝, ℓ, 𝜎𝜎}. 𝑝𝑝 is the length of the function signal in
time.ℓandσ is the length of the repeating period and the size of the signal. If the hyper- parameter is correct, periodic
signals from𝑓𝑓�𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � functions of the Gaussian processor may compare to find the hyper- parameter that can be generate of
the Gaussian process or may be compared to find the hyper-parameter with the function being:
4T

4T

0T4

0T4

0T4

0T

4T

0T4

0T4

0T4

0T4

4T

0T4

2 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2 (𝜋𝜋(𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥 ′ )/𝑝𝑝

𝑘𝑘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑥𝑥 ′ ) = 𝜎𝜎 2 exp �

ℓ2

�

(14)

Linear kernel
Linear functionality changed for a long-term from Gauss linear. The format of the function being:
4T

𝑘𝑘𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑥𝑥 ′ ) = 𝜎𝜎(𝑥𝑥 − ℓ)(𝑥𝑥 ′ − ℓ)

0T4

(15)

2.3 Composing Kernels
Kernel function in each category under the Gaussian process. Influence on different models of time
function simulation. For this research, the researcher will newly create a kernel function based on time series
data, which characteristics of the time series of a variable consists of four parts: a cycle, trend, a seasonal
variation, and fluctuations from unusual events These 4 aspects are consistent with Each kernel function i.e. the
trend looks consistent with the pattern of learning the long-term trends and the constant variance. It is a feature
of the Linux X squared and linear kernel, cyclical character corresponds to the function model for Information
sessions are repeated regularly, but not the type of time period kernel Seasonal variation is consistent with
Patterns that are repetitive in time. It’s corresponds to the time-type kernel function, which is a function for
constant learning, even with variations and fluctuations from unusual events, and corresponds to Kernel
quadratic , which is a function of complex change but also changes slowly and because the time series data of
one variable may consist of one, two, three, or all four. One of the kernel functions may not cover the problem
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of the forecast so taking the form of the kernel, the 4 functions are combined to be a new kernel with
superposition [21] with the variable control features function independently in each category separately.
The research is focused on how to integrate the kernel function is Sum and Product.
𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎 + 𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏 = 𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑥𝑥 ′ ) + 𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑥𝑥 ′ )
(16)

𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎 ∗ 𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏 = 𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑥𝑥 ′ ) ∗ 𝑘𝑘𝑏𝑏 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑥𝑥 ′ )

(17)

Applying the form of Squared Exponential Kernel (SE), Periodic Kernel (PER), Rational Quadratic
Kernel (RQ), and Linear Kernel (LIN) combined used in the simulation with Matlab program by usingMonte
Carlo technique.
The determination of the kernel function error to be used comparing the value of each kernel form by
using:
Mean absolute deviation (MAD)
1 t
(18)
MAD = ∑ ei (1)
t i =1
Mean Square Error (MSE)

MSE =

1 t
∑ [ei (1)]2
t i =1

(19)

Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)
100 t ei (1)
MAPE =
∑
t i =1 Z i

(20)

The kernel functions using low MAD, MSE or MAPE is better than the kernel functions using high
MAD, MSE or MAPE.
.3 Results and discussions

When combining the kernel function, Squared Exponential Kernel (SE), the Periodic Kernel (PER),
Rational Quadratic Kernel (RQ), and Linear Kernel (LIN) together by applying the Sum and Product structures,
the new forms of Kernel function totally 3,639 profiles derived, as shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 shows the new kernel function model.
Rank

Kernel function mode

Number of mode

1

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)

20

2

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+SE

4

3

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+SE+PER

6

4

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+SE+PER+RQ

4

5

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+SE+PER+RQ+LIN

1

6

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+SE

80

7

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+SE+PER

120

8

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+SE+PER+RQ

80

9

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+SE+PER+RQ+LIN

20

10

(SE*PER*RQ)

4

11

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+(SE*PER*RQ)

80

12

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+(SE*PER*RQ)+SE

320

13

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+(SE*PER*RQ)+SE+PER

480

14

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+(SE*PER*RQ)+SE+PER+RQ

320
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Kernel function mode

Number of mode

15

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+(SE*PER*RQ)+SE+PER+RQ+LIN

80

16

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)

20

17

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+SE

80

18

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+SE+PER

120

19

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+SE+PER+RQ

80

20

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+SE+PER+RQ+LIN

20

21

(SE*PER*RQ)+(SE*PER)

24

22

(SE*PER*RQ)+(SE*PER)+SE

96

23

(SE*PER*RQ)+(SE*PER)+SE+PER

144

24

(SE*PER*RQ)+(SE*PER)+SE+PER+RQ

96

25

(SE*PER*RQ)+(SE*PER)+SE+PER+RQ+LIN

24

26

(SE*PER*RQ)+(SE*PER)+(SE*PER)

60

27

(SE*PER*RQ)+(SE*PER)+(SE*PER)+SE

240

28

(SE*PER*RQ)+(SE*PER)+(SE*PER)+SE+PER

360

29

(SE*PER*RQ)+(SE*PER)+(SE*PER)+SE+PER+RQ

240

30

(SE*PER*RQ)+(SE*PER)+(SE*PER)+SE+PER+RQ+LIN

60

31

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+(SE*PER)

6

32

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+(SE*PER)+(SE*PER)

15

33

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+(SE*PER)+(SE*PER)+(SE*PER)

20

34

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+(SE*PER)+SE

24

35

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+(SE*PER)+SE+PER

36

36

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+(SE*PER)+SE+PER+RQ

24

37

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+(SE*PER)+SE+PER+RQ+LIN

6

38

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+(SE*PER)+(SE*PER)+SE

60

39

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+(SE*PER)+(SE*PER)+SE+PER

90

40

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+(SE*PER)+(SE*PER)+SE+PER+RQ

60

41

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+(SE*PER)+(SE*PER)+SE+PER+RQ+LIN

15

Total

3639

The error of each kernel function was calculated by simulating with Matlab. The errors are shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 shows the error of each kernel function.
kernel function

Error

(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+(PER*RQ)

MSE = 8.9383e-08 , MAPE = 1.9872e-08 , MAD = 0.00023003

(SE*LIN)+(PER*RQ)+(RQ*LIN)

MSE = 1.1278e-07 , MAPE = 2.2979e-08 , MAD = 0.00026739
...

MSE = 5.0606e-08 , MAPE = 1.5773e-08 , MAD = 0.00016173

...

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)

(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+(PER*RQ)+(SE*PER*LIN)+PER+RQ

MSE = 1.077e-07 , MAPE = 2.0197e-08 , MAD = 0.00021762

(SE*LIN)+(PER*RQ)+(RQ*LIN)+(SE*PER*LIN)+PER+RQ

MSE = 1.3068e-06 , MAPE = 3.1908e-08 , MAD = 0.00045056

(SE*PER*LIN)+(RQ*LIN)+LIN

...

MSE = 7.3625e-07 , MAPE = 2.095e-08 , MAD = 0.00029638

...

(SE*PER)+(SE*RQ)+(SE*LIN)+(SE*PER*LIN)+PER+RQ

MSE = 1.2045e-06 , MAPE = 3.1356e-08 , MAD = 0.00044047
MSE = 3.9171e-07 , MAPE = 9.5851e-09 , MAD = 0.00014228

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+(SE*LIN)+(PER*RQ)+SE+PER+RQ+LIN

...

MSE = 2.7497e-12 , MAPE = 1.1273e-11 , MAD = 2.9533e-07

(SE*RQ*LIN)+(RQ*LIN)+LIN
...

(SE*RQ*LIN)+(LIN*PER)+LIN

MSE = 1.2207e-07 , MAPE = 2.4202e-08 , MAD = 0.0002773

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+(SE*LIN)+(PER*LIN)+SE+PER+RQ+LIN

MSE = 1.2234e-06 , MAPE = 2.9656e-08 , MAD = 0.00042943

(SE*PER*RQ*LIN)+(PER*LIN)+(RQ*LIN)+SE+PER+RQ+LIN

MSE = 1.1191e-06 , MAPE = 2.4754e-08 , MAD = 0.00036224
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The results showed that the most efficient new kernel function was as follows;
𝑘𝑘(𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆∗𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅∗𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿)+(𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿∗𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)+𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
The form of the new kernel function derived according to the equation (21).

(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥
⎛
𝑘𝑘(𝑥𝑥, 𝑥𝑥 ′ ) = ⎜𝜎𝜎 2 exp �−
2ℓ2
⎝

2

�𝜎𝜎 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒�

′ )2

�𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥 ′ �

(1 +
𝑝𝑝
��
2𝛼𝛼ℓ2

2 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2 (𝜋𝜋(𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥 ′ )/𝑝𝑝
ℓ2

2

−𝛼𝛼

�

⎞
(𝑥𝑥 − ℓ) (𝑥𝑥 ′ − ℓ)⎟ +
⎠

′

� (𝑥𝑥 − ℓ)(𝑥𝑥 − ℓ)� + (𝜎𝜎(𝑥𝑥 − ℓ)(𝑥𝑥 ′ − ℓ))

(21)

When comparing the performance among the new kernel functions, Squared Exponential Kernel, Periodic
Kernel, Rational Quadratic kernel, and Linear kernel, when the sample size were different, the results were
show in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 shows the performance comparison among the new kernel functions, Squared Exponential Kernel,
Periodic Kernel. Rational Quadratic kernel, and Linear kernel, when the sample size are 36, 60, and 180 .
MSE

MAPE

MAD

KERNEL
N=36

N=60

N=180

N=36

N=60

N=180

N=36

N=60

N=180

New

1.94E-19

7.41E-13

6.70E-11

8.50E-15

1.23E-11

6.62E-11

1.79E-10

2.90E-07

1.43E-06

SE

1.46E-05

2.97E-06

4.09E+04

2.57E-07

1.19E-07

1.31E-02

2.17E-04

9.96E-05

1.60E+02

PER

9.52E+05

9.51E+05

7.81E+05

5.56E-02

5.58E-02

6.11E-02

8.06E+02

7.99E+02

7.26E+02

RQ

2.54E-07

4.86E-08

3.03E-07

2.63E-08

1.20E-08

3.44E-08

3.86E-04

1.72E-04

4.20E-04

LIN

5.96E+07

5.87E+07

6.09E+07

4.35E-01

4.23E-01

5.09E-01

5.84E+03

5.77E+07

5.84E+03

The results of the performance comparison among the new kernel functions, Squared Exponential
Kernel, Periodic Kernel, Rational Quadratic Kernel, and Linear Kernel are shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 shows the performance comparison among the new kernel function, Squared Exponential kernel,
Periodic kernel, Rational Quadratic kernel, and Linear kernel when the sample size is 60
Discussions
In this paper ,we have presented a brief outline of the conceptual and mathematical basis of GP
modelling of time series. We found that the structures are often capable of accurate extrapolation in complex
time-series datasets, and used kernel combination methods on a variety of prediction tasks. The goal of
automating the choice of kernel function , we introduced a space of composite kernels defined compositionally
as sums and products . The learned kernels often yield decompositions of a signal into diverse and interpretable
components. We believe that a data-driven approach to used new kernel structures can help make forecasting
and classification methods accessible to non-experts.
4 Conclusions
The current forecast that is needed to find out about the future has been highly focus because forecast
plays an extremely important role in the plot and decision making about the operation of every individual
profession and various organizations. The forecasted value will be used to plan and make decision. In the past,
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there have been researches conducted on the forecast with the techniques used were ARMA, SVR, artificial
neural networks, and Gaussian processes.
This study presents a method to predict the Gaussian kernel to forecast by designing new functions in
line with the characteristics of time series data by blending squared exponential kernel periodic,rational,
quadratic,and lineartechnique in which the application presentation of the kernel function to fit a long-term
trend. It is the hyper parameters of 16 kernel functions, which is multiplied by the squared exponential kernel is
the introduction of long-term relationships of the model or change the relationship slowly and multiplied with a
linear kernel. This is equivalent to the multiplication of functions that have been modeled by linear functions
resulting in standard deviations without affecting the relationship functional value. When multiplied by the
kernel function quadratic, it would likely cause a change in the long run complex has a smooth slow contained
hyper- 8parameters: 𝜃𝜃1 Actively controls the amplitude of the data𝜃𝜃2 , the sensitivity of the information. It also
serves to weight the variance of the data 𝜃𝜃3 𝜃𝜃4 , and 𝜃𝜃6 generated by the change. 𝜃𝜃5 adjusts the frequency of each
period. 𝜃𝜃7 controls the size of the difference of information and 𝜃𝜃8 controls the variance of the data. The result
of multiplication of the three kernels cause a change in the trend of complex changes in the long run, repeated
pattern. It also contains discrepancies in information including seasonality. To be effective for volatile data
generated by other external variables, multiplication was conducted with a linear kernel by 𝜃𝜃9 is responsible for
determining sensitivity. Change of information to correspond to 𝜃𝜃10 with the duty to adjust the frequency in the
repetition period and 𝜃𝜃11 is responsible for determining the data period. This will make the output repeatable
and varied with𝜃𝜃12 and𝜃𝜃13 being responsible for controlling the size of the difference of data, determining the
size of the linear kernel data multiplication time-type kernel function resulted in less variance with a wider
range of amplitude and information in the form of long-term linear trend with a positive linear kernel making
the trend in the long run smooth with more constant variability containing hyper-parameters being 𝜃𝜃14 to control
the amplitude of the 𝜃𝜃15 and𝜃𝜃16 data to control the difference of information to a constant variance.
From the test results, it was found that this new kernel function using 16hyper-parameters had the
ability to forecast the precision and efficiency, and water when making comparisons to the kernel, the squared
exponential kernel Periodic kernel and rational quadratic and linear kernel yielded more effective precision.
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